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Theme of Ch~istmas Pageant Oratorio Society Don Cossacks~Famous Choral
Is Secret Until Performance To Sing Handel's Group~ Are to Give Varied
Pageant Altered Due Plans For Summer Messiah Dec. 13
Program at Third Concert
To Change'in Date,
Dimout Regulations

The traditional Christmas Pageant will be given on Tuesday,
December 15, at 8 :00 p.m. in Palmer Auditorium.
Since the departure date for Christmas vacation has been moved up and because of the dimout rulings, there
will be several changes in the
pageant and in the traditional
events which surround
it. The
theme this year is being kept entirely secret as the committee
feels that the pageant
should
have more of an element of surprise.
The procession will not have
faculty members in it this year
but will be limited to the student
choir. The faculty choir will participate in the pageant and the
personnel of Dance Group will be
used in the setting for the first
time.
The prologue, an integral part
of the pageant, was written by
Thelma Gustafson '43. Miss Catherine Oakes, assistant
professor
of English, who wrote the prologue for the first Connecticut
college Christmas pageant, helped
with the preparation
of the prologue.
Choosing Madonna
The final choice of the madonna is made by the senior art majors, Jean Wallace, Mary Morse,
Janet Sessions, Barbara Garber,
and Andrey
Bakken,
from
a
group of ten candidates
nominated by the senior class. This
year for the first time, a precedent book is being started, and
also the custom of having one art
major from the junior class on
the pageant committee has been
introduced.
Alida Houston
'44,
elected by the junior art majors,
is this year's member and she is
entitled to vote for the madonna.
Dr. Paul Laubenstein is the faculty chairman
of the pageant"
committee. The student co-chairmen are Jean Wallace '43 and
Janet Sessions '43. The faculty
advisers include Miss Marguerite
Hanson, Mr. Robert
F. Logan,
Mrs. Josephine Hunter Ray and
Dr. Arthur
W, Quimby.
The
chairmen of the various committees are: scenery
Mary Morse
'43, costumes, Barbara Garber '43,
lighting, Isabel Vaughn '43, and
See "Pageant"-Page
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To be Announced
By President Blunt
In her chapel address to the
student body, to be held in the
aUdi~orium Thursday
morning,
President Blunt will announce the
tentative plans for the coming
summer session.
Miss Blunt will call attention
to the statement recently made
by Commander McAfee of the
WAVES to the effect that girls,
unlike men, have to make their
own decision about acceleration.
According to the plans which will
be announced by the president, it
will be possible for almost any
girl at Connecticut college to accelerate if she wishes to do so.
The courses to be offered this
summer are subject to change according to the demand which is
made for them.
The United Aircraft Corporation of East Hartford has requested that Connecticut college
offer a course in mathematics for
six weeks this summer, the students of the course to have their
room, board, and a slight salary
paid by the corporation. These
students will then be given well
paid jobs as engineering aides in
the United Aircraft Corporation.
Mr. John G. Bower, of the research division of the United Aircraft Corporation, conferred with
President Blunt and Miss Bower
of the mathematics department
upon this proposal last Saturday.

For the fourth consecutive year
the New London Oratorio Society
will present Handel's Messiah in
the Palmer auditorium on Sunday, December 13, at 3:30 p.m.
The presentaton will mark the
opening of the eleven th season of
the society which includes townspeople and students and faculty
of Connecticut college.
The soloists are Eleanor Brownell, soprano;
Martha
Lipton,
contralto; Robert Marshall, tenor,
and James Pease, bass, all of
New York city. They are assisted
by the chorus of two hundred
people and the society's thirtyfive piece orchestra. Major Allen
Bennett Lambdin, college business manager, is the director.
The presentation,
a religious
service, will be free of charge and
students and faculty are invited.
Students who wish to attend are
asked to call in the business office
for tickets.

The 27 Members Began'
Chorus When Exiled
During Revolution

MEMBER

Jobs for Seniors and
Chemistry Majors
A representative from DuPont and Co., of Wilmington,
Delaware, will soon be on
campus to interview seniors
with leadership qualities to
train for work of a supervisory nature. They also want
to see all the chemistry majors. Booklets and applications are in the Personnel
Bureau.

French Club Will
Show Film to Aid
War Funds Project

Enthusiasm Greets Wig and
Candle's Letters to Lucerne
by Trudy Weinstock '44
With a good deal of nose-blowing and sniffling, enthusiastic
audiences this past weekend applauded Wig and Candle's presentation of Letters to Lucerne,
by Fritz Rotter and Allen vincent. The play concerns the effect
at the outbreak ot war on a cosmopolitan group of young girls
attending an American school in
Switzerland, and teaches a lesson
of tolerance and consideration.
Although a rather poorly written
and too melodramatic exposition
of a trite situation, the play was
well-chosen, considering the demands of the college community.
Top honors go to Dawn Aurel
'44, Marjorie Miller '45, Ruth Ann
Likely '43, Carolyn Thomson '43,
and Helen Savacool '45 tor their
excellent characterizations. Dawn,
as Olga Kirinski, the Polish girl,
was outstanding in the dramatic
second and third acts, although
she might be criticized for somewhat overdoing the sweet shyness in the first part of the play.
Although the part of Gretchen
Linder, a member of the school's
faculty, did not have a great deal
to offer, Marjory managed it suo
perbly, making use of a very convincing German accent. The role
of Bingo Hill, hearty American
youth personified, was natural
for Ranny, and in her usual droll
manner she came near to stealing
the show. Lynn and Helen presented really excellent interpretations of vindicative, French, Felice Renoir, and matter-of-fact,
English, Marion Curwood,
although Helen fell behind Lynn in
mastery of her accent.
"Student Bevlew't-e-Page
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OF CHORUS

Under guidance of Miss Carola
Ernst, professor of French, the
French department of the universities, colleges, and high schools
in the state of Connecticut are
undertaking
a campaign
for
funds with the purchase of ambulances for the Fighting French in
North Africa as its objective. The
Connecticut college French club
will launch the campaign by presenting on January 14 in the Palmer auditorium,
the piquant,
moving, stinging, provokingly
witty French film "The Baker's
Wife" with Raimu in the leading
role. It will be accompanied by
English sub-titles. Admission will
be fifty cen ts.
On February 22, the music department
and the French club
will offer the rare artistic treat of
a reci tal of French songs by the
nationally renowned
interpreter
Povla Frijsh.

The General Platoff Don Cossack Chorus which appears in
Palmer auditorium Thursday, December 10, at 8:30, in the third
concert of the Connecticut college
'42-'43 series, is one of the most
famous
choral groups
in the
world. The chorus, which consists
of 27 perfectly
matched
solo
voices covering a range from
high soprano to the lowest bass,
gives a varied program extending
from lively gypsy tunes to "Ave
Maria."
•
This choir had an interesting
beginning. It grew out of the
revolution
in Russia following
World War I. Many Russian
scholars were exiled during this
period. They sought refuge in
Prague. Here, drawn together by
the bond of allegiance to Russia,
27 of these refugees began an informal singing group under the
leadership
of Nicholas Kostrukoff. At first, their performances
were purely on an informal basis,
but one day they were invited to
give a series of formal concerts.
They were received with such appreciation
in the towns near
Prague that the members of the
group became instead of refugee
students professional singers.
The Cossack Choir took its
name from a celebrated Russian
hero, General Platoft', of the early
nineteenth century, and from a
river which flows through Russia. General Platof1' was a CosSee "Concert"-Page
5

Curtiss-Wright to
Offer New Course
In Engineering

Curtiss-Wright Corporation has
announced a plan for the training
of a large number of young women to fill engineering
positions
within their organizatons.
The
program is by no means an attempt to replace engineers who,
by the very nature of their duties, are irreplaceable; to the contrary, it will allow a more complete utilization of these engineers' abilities by releasing them
from part of their present overload.
Training will be administered
The New London chapter of the In engineering schools, and will
American Association of Univer- be open to young women who
sity Women will present
two have completed at least two years
technicolored movies on Friday, of college education including eleJanuary 8, 1943, in Palmer Audi- mentary college mathematics.
torium, to raise money for schol- Those young women selected will
arships and fellowships. The first be placed on the payroll of Curmovie, A Family Afoot in the tiss-Wright and assigned to a givYukon Wilds, is primarily
for en school, where they will receive
children and will be presented in their tuition, room, and board
the afternoon. The film concerns free of charge. In addition, a
a 3OO-miletrip through virgin ter- nominal salary will be paid duro
ritory
in Alaska. The second ing training.
The program, of a year's duramovie, A Family Afoot in the
High Sierras, depicts a 4DO-mile tion, will be designed in such a
trip in Nevada. The Albee family, way that students will receive aptraining
including the two chldren who plied and specialized
were four and seven at the time which will qualify them for their
assignments
upon
of the first trip and five and eight immediate
at the time of the scond trip, was completion of the course.
A representative
from Curtisscommissioned to do the hiking by
the National Geographic Society. Wright will be on campus Saturday, December 12, from 9 :30 on
The movies will be accompanied
by a lecture by Mrs. Ruth Albee, to interview eligible students for
Her husband, William, is in the the February I, 1943.course. See
army now, flying over the same Miss Ramsay in the Personnel
by
territory
through
which
they Bureau for an appointment
Friday, December 11.
hiked.

A. A. U. W. to Give
Movie on Travels
O~ Albee Family
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Dear Editor:
The men are doing it; some women are stepping up their pace; millions of them are working
who never did so before; and we here at C.C. are
bothered. Should we or should we not accelerate?
The News poll of recent weeks shows campus
opinion to be divided. A survey of a more specialized and interested group, junior chemistry rnajors, revealed six of them for it, two against it,
and three undecided. '44's free speech of two weeks
ago indicates the line of thinking followed by
those opposed to this war psychology.
Acceleration isn't new. Found wanting by a
series of experiments in a number of colleges in
years past, as pointed out in a recent series of Atlantic Monthly articles, acceleration was "put on
the sheli." Since Pearl Harbor, however, acceleration has become a necessity for men's colleges, for
their moral and financial health. Acceleration allows their students to finish their education preliminary to war service. It also increases the colleges' yearly income from tuition. Are we at C.C.
bothered by these moral and financial problems?
We are not facing a draft; registration of women
is still in the vapor phase.
To quote again from the Rockefeller review
for 1941: "No amount of pressure can suddenly
create a supply of thoroughly trained and broadly
experienced physicists, mathematicians, chemists,
biologists, economists, and political scientists.
These men emerge spontaneously, unpredictably,
but irresistably out of long, patient and sustained
effort." The valuable work of the scientists, sociologists, etc., is not done immediately after eellege; statistics prove, on the other hand, that fifo
teen to twenty years more is required for their
highest contributions. These are the students, as
Mrs. Roosevelt pointed out last week, who should
not accelerate, who need four full years for their
training. Is routine laboratory work, type-writing
at sixty words a minute, lathe-turning, the work
toward which we would be accelerating, our high
contribution to human welfare?
'43

Staff

Allee Brewer '43, Ruth Remsen '43.,l.
Joan Banner '44, Anne
Hester '45, Nancy Favorite '45, Barbar-a Gelb '45, Margery Vallar '45, Betty Hill '45, Virginia Winkler '45, Ellen
Haight '46, Louisa Angus '46

Calendar ...

Wednesda.y, December 9
Ushers for Messiah
5:10 Auditorium
A Way to Serve
Organ recital
5 :15 Chapel
Pageant rehearsal.
.
7:00 Auditorium
Our Christmas vacation begins next WednesHome Economics club.
day, December 16---0ne week earlier than usual.
7 :30 Windham game room
We all know the reason for this change-that
it is
International Relations club
our administration's answer to the railroad's plea
...................................................
7:30 Commuters' room
to help relieve travel congestion by closing the colleges before the peak of the holiday travel is Thursday, December 10
reached.
Psychology club
The college has done its part. The next steps
........................
4 :00 Psychology seminar room
are up to the students. We can do the most good
Student Warden Aides
_
5:20 Bill 106
by not traveling during the peak period from DeChoir rehearsal.
.._ 4 :20 Chapel
cember 17 to January 4 unless it is essential. If
Freshman Class meeting
6:45 Knowlton
we must travel here are some simple rules which
Junior Class meeting
____ 6:45 Bill
the railroads have asked college students to follow
Concert: Don Cossacks
8 :30 Auditorium
to help keep rail travel running smoothly:
"1. Make Pullman reservations early. It helps Friday, December 11
railway men gauge the traffic and provide adeMission House Christmas Party.
quate facilities.
..............
_ _
_.3 :45 Knowlton
2. Cancel Pullman tickets promptly when
Saturday
December
12
plans are changed. Someone else can use your acC.C.O.C_ hike and cocoa
commodations; besides, if you cancel after train
German club meeting ......4 :00 Auditorium 202
departure time you can no longer get a refund.
3_ Take as little luggage as possible. There Sunday, December 13
isn't room in crowded cars for peacetime paraMessiah rehearsal
1 :00 Auditorium
phernalia.
The Messiah .._._
3 :30 Auditorium
4. Accept available accommodations. You canVespers, the Reverend Vivian Pomeroy.
not always get just the accommodations you pre.......................
7:00 Chapel
fer or find space available on the train you usually
l\Ionday, December 14
take."
As we all know the railroads have a tremenPageant rehearsal ..___
..._.....4:30, 7:00 Auditorium
dous task on their hands in moving men and maSophomore class meeting
6 :45 Bill 106
terials for the war effort. In passenger service
Tuesday, December 15
they are even more overburdened. Over 7,000,000
Commuters' Club Christmas party.
troops in organized movements' alone were trans.............
_.
__
.. 5:00 Commuters' room
ported by the Pullman Company in the past year.
Christmas Pageant
. 8:00 Auditorium
In addition to this tremendous military traffic over
the Christmas season, there will be hundreds of Wednesday, December 16
thousands of civilians who must travel on essenChristmas Vacation begins
_
11:00 a.m.
tial war work. The extra 100,000 college students,
therefore, who are traveling to their homes will Tuesday, January 5
further complicate the problem. Our patriotism
Christmas Vacation ends.
10:00 p.m.
demands that we travel as little as possible and
\Vednesday, January 6
that we abide by the foregoing rules when we
Boston Symphony Orchestra.
must use the railroads. This is one way in which
...................
- 8:30 Auditorium
we can serve the war effort.
Friday, January 8
J

Acceleration? You Decide!

A.A.U.W. Movies on the Albee family _
.
afternoon, evening, Auditorium
If any fortune- teller should happen to explore
the average C.C. student's attitude toward acceler- Sunday, January 10
ation, the old dame could gleefully and truth!ully
Vespers, the Reverend J. Edgar Park.
See "Editorial"-Page
5
7:00 Chapel

Soph Hop Week-end!

O. M. I.

BOOK

(Office of More
Information)

REVIEW

by Mary Lou Elliott '43

by Sally Kelly '43

The N.A.M. Plans
Just take a look at tj}e program
declared by the National Association of Manufacturers at their
recent meeting in New York!
Read the speeches made before
this War Congress of American
Industry! Their platform is distinctly anti-labor, anti-union, anti
anything that gives the worker a
chance for collective bargaining
and maintenance of his rights.
Wilfred Sykes, president of the
Inland Steel Company, was greatly applauded when he lammed
the Wagner Act, the W.L,J3. and
the unions. Trying to divide and
conquer, Mr. Sykes says that the
workers are being taken in by
leaders who are not interested in
their welfare and who foster
class hatred etc. Men who have'
turned away capable Negro applicants for a ·job agreed with the
provision that the government
"should protect every individual
loyal to the cause of the United
Nations In his right to work."
But read the whole program
for yourself in the Dec. 4 N. Y:
Times. You will find it most illuminating-you
won't even have
to read between the lines. Here is
a very strong group of men to be
watched and controlled. Here is a
tight organization of employers
who would deny their employees
the right to organize. The NAM
wants to run this country and, in
fact, we have seen it succeed
many times in getting its way.
Therefore, it is up to thinking
people with the general welfare
at heart to be on their toes and
guard against
such hazards.
Apathy just won't do. We are a
group of supposedly intelligent
college girls gradually approachmg the day when we can have an
active voice in the running of our
country by ballot. Naturally
it
would be childish to assume that
we need not bother with what is
going on until that time. It is Our
duty-our
privilege to know the
situation from day to day.
The purpose of this column has
be~n to stimulate interest in the
things that are vital and yet are
not played up on the headlines. If
the comments expressed have
met with disagreement, then at
least the reader is not apathetic
~nd has some point of view. Read.
In?, . the daily newspaper with a
crttical eye is essential. There is
no .assumption on the part of the
v.:rlter that hers is the only opimon or that she knows the whole
story. We should all realize that
we are utterly useless as citizens

If Williams
Haynes
turned
your thoughts to chemistry, or if
World War II has aroused you to
the possibilities of this science,
Mr. Haynes' This Chemical Age
is good background reading for
you. Written not for the chemist
nor for the industrialist,
this
book tells the story of today's industries in terms of their Ioundatton, chemical research.
Just how Mr. Haynes makes
apparently plain facts and figures
into enjoyable reading is a mystery explained only by admitting
that some occasional writer has
that talent. True, the author apclogizes in his presentation for the
facts that make the chemist shudder and the figures that make the
industrialist
wince; the chances
are, however, that they could
have written it no better.
Giving the reader all the chemistry he needs to understand modern processes in two easy chapters, Mr. Haynes presents the beginnings, developments,
and today's pictures of various industries. The synthesis of dyes from
coal-tar, making them numberless when once the chief source,
aniline, limited the colors. The reo
search behind perfume, alcohol,
and 'textile
manufacturing
is
treated in good, peppy language.
The reader of newspaper literature on sulfa drugs, natural and
synthetic rubber (which account
has been ·amplified in his la.ter
book, Rationed Rubber), plastiCS,
and nylon will find chapters devoted to these subjects. Dr. William J. Hale's chemurgy is given
a clap or two .
Three
hundred
and eighty
pages of This Chemical
Age
would make a Christmas vacation
book for you!
Food for Thought:
Civilians
would normally
buy 21 billion
pounds of meat. This year there
are only 17112 billion pounds f?r
civilian use. The voluntary cut III
consumption of meat by col1eg~s.
all over the country is one bIg
factor in the furthering
of the
necessary "share the meat campaign."
of the world if we think we can
pull the ivy over our heads for
four years and after that perhapS
use our "little businesses"
,
. as
es
wives and mothers
as axcus t
not to think and not to care wha
kind of a w~rld we give. to our
children.

WednesdaY, December
=-_

9, 1942

Rev.V. Pomeroy to
GiveXmas Sermon;
b S
Carols to e ung
Rev. J. Edgar Park of
Wheaton to Speak at
January 10 Vespers

Merry
1 PI Xmas Party
s anned For
City Children
by Thelma Gustafson '43
Christmas
cheer two weeks
early will greet the children from
the Mission House downtown
when they arrive at Knowlton in
trucks aT buses on December 11th
f~r their annu~l holiday party
gl:ven . by Service League. Lee
RIChmond '43 has planned a gay
two hours for the 130 guests
They will play games with th~
college girls,
on committees
headed by Betty Reiffel '46 Ann
Rarytsay '46, and Margaret 'Nichols 45. Then the children will present a program for their hostesses.
. To refresh
the hard playing
group and make them lively and
eager for the visit of Santa Claus
to follow, the committee
has
planned to serve sandwiches, icecream, and cocoa. They will gather round the Christmas
trees
":here each child will receive a
gttt. C. C. girls are buying and
wrapping them. The final bit of
festive ?heer will be a stocking
filled with candy to be given to
the departing guests, along with
a farewell "Merry Christmas."

The change in the college calendar has pushed
the annual
Christmas vespers
service
forward to December 13th at 7 p.m.
in the chapel. The Rev. Vivian
pomeroy, pastor of the First Parish of Milton, Mass., will deliver
the Christmas message, and the
college choir, under the direction
of Dr. Arthur Quimby, has prepared special Christmas
music
consisting of a number of carols
in various languages. Dr. Quimby
will also play organ music appropriate to the season.
Born in London, Mr. Pomeroy
was educated in the City of London School, at Oxford (Wadham
College), and received his theological training in Mansfield College, Oxford. From early youth,
interested in American books and
in Abraham
Lincoln,
he later
came to America on a visit, and
decided to stay. He has been in
his Milton parish ever since and
has gained a reputation as an exThe Victory dinner of Monday,
cellent preacher.
He is well
known at the college. He has been November 23, voted by the memawarded the degree of D.D. from bers of the faculty dining hall
and resident students in order to
Tufts college.
raise funds for the World StuFirst 1943 Vespers
dent Service Fund, netted eightyThe Reverend J. Edgar Park, six dollars. The amount far expresident
of Wheaton
college, ceeds that of previous years when
Norton, Mass., and father of Miss "depression" dinners, with frankRosemary
Park
of the college furters and rolls as the main dish
faculty, will be the vespers speak- saved from thirty to fifty dollars.
er on Sunday, January
10, at 7
The Victory dinner, whleh was
p.m., in the chapel.
President
planned by Miss Elizabeth Harris,
Park is no stranger to college or chief dietitian, resembled but surto New London audiences. He is passed in quantity and nutritive
known at the college as a speak- value the meals served in a Eurer of rare charm, possessing
a opean soup kitchen. The faculty
keen Celtic wit as well as being a paid the regular seventy-five cent
thinker of unusual
intellectual
dinner fee for the above meal.
penetration.
Other Victory dinners will be
Born in Belfast, Ireland, Presi- given during the year if the student Park received his education
dents vote to continue them.
in New College, Edinburgh, in the
Royal University, Dublin, and in
Princeton university. He has been
awarded the honorary
degree of
D.D. from Tufts college and the
LL.D. from Wesleyan university.
After having
held parishes
New York state
and in New
England, he was called in 1926 to
the presidency
of Wheaton
college, which post he has held since
that time. He is also a member of
t~e faculty of the Boston universrty school of theology
and has
delivered the Lyman B~echer leetu~es at Yale. Since 1907, he has
wn~ten some fifteen books on a
variety of subjects.

Victory Meal For
S. S. F. Nets $36

w.
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CONNECTICUT COLLEGE NEWS

Lieut,t Commander Boston Symphony Orchestra
S
tratton Speaks Will Appear Here January 6
Here On SPARS
Serge Koussevitsky
Feels That Decision
Between College and
Job is Individual's
Lieutenant
Commander Dorothy Stratton, organizer and head
of the SPARS, the newly organized women's auxiliary
of the
Coast Guard, spoke in Palmer
auditorium on Friday, December
4, at 4 :20. Semper Paratus,
Always Ready for Service, which is
the official title of the auxiliary,
was suggested by its commander
who is a graduate of Ottawa University in Kansas, and attended
the University of Chicago and
Columbia. Until recently, Miss
Stratton has been the director of
the department of psychology at
Purdue university. She left the
position there on August 24 in order to join the WAVES.
Miss Stratton began her lecture
by giving her answer to a question which she believes to be
present in the minds of all girls
in college: "Shall I stay in college?" She stated that this is a
problem which everyone must decide for herself. To stay on one's
regular job is much more difficult
than doing war work. It is impossible to say which is more important. Either action should be
determined by the individual's decision as to which place she is best
fitted. Miss Stratton said that she
believed in 99% of the cases it is
more advisable to finish one's college education.
With reference to what girls on
college campuses can do to assist
in the war effort, she pointed out
that since maintenance
help is
very short the girls can help meet
this problem by keeping their
own rooms in order. Miss Stratton added that it might become
necessary for the girls to assist
with the meals in order to permit
the manpower
now preparing
them to do war work.
The hardest thing to face in the
See "Spars"-Page 6

In Hospitalized Windham 108
Girls Donate to Blood Bank

Will Direct Third
Concert at C. C.
The Boston Symphony orchestra will make its third appearance in the Connecticut
college
series on Wednesday, January 6,
at 8:30 p.m. in the Palmer auditorium. To date, the entire program of the orchestra
has not
been received by the business ornee, but it has been announced
that the presentation
will include
Tschaikovsky's
"Fourth
Symphony."
Serge Koussevitsky, the Boston
Symphony orchestra's
first Russian conductor, came to America
in 1924, and assumed the position
as its director at that time. In the
SERGE KOUS,';;EVlTSKY
years which have followed, he
has reached the heights of his art
and has brought the orchestra to
a new and surpassing importance.
The famed precision of the Boston Symphony orchestra, its tonal
beauty, and its perfection of ensemble are qualities touched by
Koussevitzky's art.
For three weeks in August, the
Betty
Gossweiler
'43 repre- orchestra presents the Berkshire
Symphonic Festival at "Tanglesented Connecticut college at a
wood," between Stockbridge and
war conference
held at Hunter
college, New York city, on Satur- Lenox, Mass. The Berkshire Mu·
day, December 5, at which dele- sic Center, established by the orchestra in 1940, is held in congates from 33 colleges were presjunction with the festival, and ofent.
fers, through six weeks of July
The conference,
sponsored by and August, amateur and skilled
the Hunter College War Commit- musicians a summer of working
tee and International
Student with the one hundred and seven
Service, was entitled College Stu- members of the orchestra.
Ordents in Total War.
chestral and chamber ensembles,
Betty arrived in time to hear operatic interpretations,
composithree of the four panel discus- tions, and lectures are part of the
sions presented. The topic for the curriculum.
first discussion was Opportunities
The Boston Symphony crchesin the Civil Service for College tra visits the colleges of our eastMen and Women.
ern states as a regular and imThe second discussion
was portant part of its yearly itinercalled Women's
Services.
The ary. Besides playing at Connectispeakers included a WAVE and a cut college, the orchestra has preW AAC and a member of the Red sented programs
at Wellesley,
Cross. Emphasis was laid on fin- Mount Holyoke, Smith, the Uniishing college and gaining leader- versity of Vermont, Middlebury,
ship qualities there. The WAVE Dartmouth, Yale, Princeton, Rut·
said that they are interested in gers, Cornell, University of Michwomen who wish to continue in igan, University
of Minnesota,
this woman's branch of the navy and the Eastman School of Music
after the war.
in Rochester, New York.

I.S. S. Conference
On War Problems
Held at Hunter

Industrial War Jobs
The third discussion was entitled Jobs in War Industries, in
College and After. It was led by
of its equipment, carries ten cots, Miss Grace Far-rell of the Manand containers
for 120 pints power Commission and Mr. Howpacked in dry ice. The blood must ard Lee Davis of the Polytechni"The rich, full, abundant life is
be made into plasma at Squibbs cal Institute of Brooklyn.
After dinner there was a round what we should think about in
in New Jersey
within twelve
planning
our future,"
declared
The speakers
hours after it has been obtained. table discussion.
It is rushed from Hartford in re- were Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Ma- Dr. Edwin Mims, professor emerCulligan,
Selective itus of English at Vanderbilt unffrigerated
train cars. Since the jor Edward
corpuscles are removed when the Service System, Dr. Clyde Miller, versity, when he spoke in Palmer
blood is made into plasma, it Teachers college, Columbia uni- auditorium Tuesday, December 8,
at 4 :30 p.m., on The Role of Colmakes no difference what special versity, Dean F. F. Bradshaw,
lege Students Today. Having obof North
Carolina,
type of blood is used. Hartford is University
served that student bodies everyone of the twenty national Red Father R. 1. Gannon, Fordham
Jay Crane, Columbia where seem confused as to the
Cross blood donor centers estab- university,
lished to help supply the two mil- university, and Robert MacNabb, position of education today, he
tried to point out just what a liblion pints of blood plasma needed Pennsylvania State university.
The topic discussed
was On eral education should accomplish.
by the armed forces in the treatWhat Basis Can Colleges
Can- He first gave the concrete exment of shock.
Mrs. Roose- ample of Mrs. Hammond, a womThe seriousness of the occasion tin ue in Wartime?
velt's speech was similar to the an of broad culture and a memwas relieved by the numerous
ber of the Vanderbilt family, who
side remarks of the students and one she made here in that she could have been merely a great
compared
our
mobilization
with
statIo Mary Lou Shoemaker
'43
social leader, but who instead betold one inq uirtng colleague that England's. She said she was glad came a fine wife and mother, a
she was fine until they took that the bill ending voluntary enlist- real musician, and a hurnanltariment in the armed services had
second quart. It was remarked
an. Dr. Mims expressed the bethat even the president of Ath- been passed. She stressed the im- lief that a liberal education should
portance
of
college
education
if
letic association
would find it
really taken seriously. She thinks help us to be this sort of a pertough going on two remaining
son.
pints. Another "poor old senior" that a student who shows himself
The speaker then read extracts
to
be
an
asset
to
the
government
expressed hope that her plasma
from articles written by promishould
have
his
education
subsiwould be destined lor a handsome
nent women leaders in the field
dized by the government.
soldier.
AU the speakers
seemed
to of education, and raised the quesA Red Cross nurse related a
In
agree that students should stick tion, "Why study literature?"
faux-pas that she had made while
answer to the common complaint
to
the
job
to
which
they
are
best
taking blood from an inmate of
that it is not a practical subject,
the state prison. She told a lifer suited, and specialize in prepara- he pointed out the great leaders
to be sure and take the bandage tion for post-war work. Another
who have shown their realization
off his arm when he got home. point on which many of them of the importance
of literature.
agreed was that there has not
Lieutenant Noonan offered the
Dr. Mims stressed the fact that
been enough information concernstory about an Italian
woman
acquiring the right conception of
who gave a pint of blood and ing the needs of the various ser- life, of culture, and of education
vices
and
industries.
The
youth
then asked for the pound of suis a prerequisite to answering the
gar. She thought that the pint of of America has not known what and of all study that makes for a
specialized
training
would
be
blood was the price of the pound
wider vision.
most valuable.
of Sugar.

Dr. Mims Stresses
Value of Liberal
Education Today

Wednesday,
CONNECTICUT
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o Decision Made in

Sandwich Shop

ame

The
ews wishes to announce in regard (0 the Sandwich Shop contest. that although the rules of the contest were carried through no
final decision was reached on

Dr. Haynes Speaks Connie Plans a Quiet Xmas;
To Students About Home Talent in Armed Forces
studies
vacanon->
Chemicals of War
by Bernice Riesner '45

"We Americans are always prepared for the last war!"
So said Dr. Williams Haynes,
a new name.
chemical economist, in his lecture
Monday afternoon,
December 7,
in Palmer auditorium on the subject of what chemistry is doing
Carroll
during the war.
The Blunt Soda Process, with
CUi Rate Perfumes
the peace-time results
of cheap
152 State St.
glass, cheap paper, and cheap
The Best in Perfumes
soap, evolved during the Napoleand COsmetics
onic Wars when France was cut
off from supplies of potash and
1792
1941 so learned to synthesize soda alkalie from salt and munitions.
The Union Bank & Trnst
In addition, Noble discovered
Co. of New London, Conn.
dynamite
as a propellent
and
more than that as a disruptant
Trust and Commercial Depts.
explosive. In France, artificial silk
149 YEABS OF SERVICE
came into being; and a New York
printer developed the first synI
thetic elastfc-c-cellulotd.
During the last war the United
States produced 7,000,500 pounds
For Your Date'3 Pleasure
of toluol from coal tar. Hydrocarbons are now taken from petroleFor Your Pleasure
um for toluol.
"Patents for toluol came from
Germany in an exchange
with
The Standard Oil Company of
New Jersey for patents of butydiene used in synthetic rubber."
Scuris Bowling
Dr. Haynes stated that synthetic rubber is not new, is not Ger126 :&laln Stroot
man, and tha t there has been no

•
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I

Flowers
from

Fisher's
PROMPT

DELIVERY

104

Phone
5800

Slale

mix-up
of German
The
Army-Navy
Munitionspatents.
Board lour
., years ago asked the government
to finance synthetic rubber plants
and seven agencies handled the
rubber situation, yet none got the
government to work before December 7, 1941.
"Real
progress,"
stated
Dr.
Haynes, "in synthetic rubber production came when scientists no
longer tried to imitate natural
rubber. There is no chemical relationship between the new synthetic rubber and natural rubber.
Four thousand atoms are hooked
together in natural rubber and

,::============~a

(

Perry & Stone
Jewelers Since 1865

Stationery
Leather Goods
Novelties

only
ber." 400 atoms in synthetic rubSulfur is undergoing great experimentation
and
application.
The Du Pont Company has announced the creation of thirty-six
new Nylons, ranging from better
fibres to sensitive
photography
film.

Style Shop

Watch and Jewelry Repair
STATE

"I'm Dreaming
of a Date-Christmas,"
carols Connie College. What with Johnnie being a
doughboy and Willie with the
navy blue eyes, watching
the
ships go by, well, the old white
Christmas isn't what it used to

very' thank~
near a war~
than fightin
g
sun in Africa
holiday!
.

Flowers
Bouquets and Corsages
for the most discriminating

Fellman & Clark
Florists

National Bank of Commerce

THE G. M. WILLIAMS COMPANY

Complete Sports Wear
for College

Wanted! Suggestions
For c.c,» Spring Play
Wig and Candle would like
suggestions
for a three-act
play to be presented as their
annual spring production.
Students who have ideas to
offer are asked to consider
the dramatic
value of the
play, the number of female
parts and the costs of production. All suggestions
should
be given to Phyllis Schiff '43
chairman of the reading com~
mittee.

)~m~

Prlfll~
lItelul

=--"".

The Eleanor
313 State

- AND TAKE YOUR TRAIN CAREFREE!
Don't starr for home cluttered up with luggage. Just phone
RArL WA Y EXPRESS
and we'll call for your trunks and bags,
speed them to your home, and save you time and needless
worry. Gives you more room and comfort on the train roo
to, sa.y nothing of pick-up and delivery at no extra chatg~
within our regular vehicle limits in all cities and pr.ocipal
towns.

•

No d~rling!

Conn.

Hosiery - Gloves
GIFTS
Fuji Line of Yarns and Needles
Free Instructions

'I_,'

I

Circulating

Library

Get Your Favorite

Perfume
•• Cosmetics
• Toilet Articles
at the

i Thrifty

..

First
Sefll:unl

Shop

New London,

Lingerie -

I

SERVICE

Street,

Womrath

You can send "collect", tOO, when you use RAILWAY ExPRESS. Just phone for information
or service.

RAIL-AIR

when you and your
are
deep in a dream of
knee-deep
in cigarette
sm~ke.
(P.S. Belly faithfully promises
two full hockey teams in the near
vicinity.)
Connie thoughtfully remarked.
in anticipating a quiet Christmas,

that she can be
that she will be
home hearth rather
under a scorching
So happy patriotic

be.
Compliments of
Crocker House Block
What is one Jane Barksdale '45
168 Slate St., New London
doing this December 16? Going
SHALETTS
Flower Phones
5588 and 7069
home to the deep south, you an.
And if you think she isn't happy
about the whole thing, you all ..""",,,"',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"',,.,,"',,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,"',,.,,"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""""""""''''''''''''''''''''L
have another thought coming.
Trudy Weinstock '44, Squeak
Remsen '43, and Phyllis Schiff
State Street
New London
'43 are going to get some of that
Campus Clothes
vitaminized
Florida
sunshine.
Anne Standish '44 is also going
Sports Dresses
Skirts
Sports Coats
down below the Mason-Dixon
Sweaters - Shetland Cardigans
Pull-Overs
line, to spend the holiday with
her fiancee and his family.
• Sports Jackets
• Lingerie
Janet Sessions '43 is answering'
• Slacks-Shirts
• Socks
the cry of the California Cham• Blouses
• Hosiery
ber of Commerce and paying that
BRAEMARS
EXCLUSIVE WITH US
never-say- rain country a visit.
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"',,,,""""",,,,
..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,!
Anne Ordway '46 and Frances
Crumb '46 are working in Battlecreek, Michigan and Bristol, Connecticut, respectively. Pin money
to jingle jangle and time-wasters
are their main objectives.
Established 1852
Half of the Auerbach class is
New London, Connecticut
crying, "Hartford here we come!"
and Fox's department store had
better watch out! Here's the conAsk For
tingent: Barbara Hogate '43, Helen Borer '43, Janet Corey '43,
Special Check Book for College Students
Sara Sears '43, Jane Storms '43,
Jeanne Feinn '44, Patricia Trenor
'44, and Jeanne Estes '44.
Membe~ Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Marjorie Bachman '46 is going
to work in a print shop or make
pins for bombs in U:,"'~r Montclair, New Jersey.
Lois Marshall '46 will probably
work in a hospital. She did this
GIVE A SPORTING GIFT FOR CHRISTMAS
sort of work last summer and
says it differs from the work that
nurses' aides do. Lois is a Good
Buy U. S. War Bonds
Deed Dottie! She serves lunch
when nurses are busy and just
generally adds to the cheering
squad!
Carol Chandler '45 is playing
the part of the ardent patriot. She
The Old Fashion Up-to-Irate Hardware Store
is doing airplane spotting.
Wanted:
ten sweet
young
Corner State and North Bank Street
Phone 5361
things to join Betty Brown '45
braving
the winds, wilds, and
women with warm woolies in the
Lake Placid woods. Get some of
that fresh air you read about

SEND YOUR BAGGAGE AHEAD

NATION-WIDE

9, 1942

HOW TO TELL A MARINE'S INSIGNIA

128 Slate St.

STREET

Decemher

COLLEGE NEWS

II
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I

!

I

Cut Rate
Store
!

9 Main St.
The Little Store With
Big Values

I
I
I

_:
•

that insignia shows he's a first sergeantand In the Marine's, you've gotta be pretty tough to
be one! And you, my dear, will have to be pretty
smart to make a hit with one- because
Marines
know all the answers. But here's one way to look your
best-see
what it says below:

~

Here's what you use to
make everybody admire your fingernails.

:

WednesdaY, Decemher

9, 1942
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Art Dep't Rents Framed Masterpieces
For Students' Rooms at $1 per Year
Bernice Riesner '45
and all, for the budget sum of one
bYe necticut college boa s tsdollar per year.
, ~~or the masses at classes"The two hundred pictures in
, A~-means it. The highbrows and this loaning collection represent a
an broWS are

raising

their

eye- ~odest

lew s, but pleasure and not skepis the cause of it all. The
. rtment of fine arts at Condepaticut college IS
. now 1·oanmg
oef r reproductions of art masterC? ~es original prints, lithoP~~ph~,etchings and dry points

~fc~:m'

r

students

and

faculty,

frame

o

Otto Aimetti
Ladies' Tailor
86 Stare St.
Over Kresge's Store
Phone 7395

Lighthouse
Overlooking

Long

Inn

Island

Spacious, Attractive

Sound

Rooms

PHONE 4331

Elizabeth Arden
Says
"Refill your LipstickSave Metals,
Save Money"

beginning.

Goya

aqua

tints, Daumier lithographs Dega~, Stella, Van Gogh, Cezan~e, and
PIcasso color reproductions abst rae tlIOns, and Rockwell ,Kent
woodcuts are among those present.
The idea started when the de.
partment
found that it had a
~umber of pictures lying around
Idle, whose particular period was
not being studied. Some gifts
from friends and the Carnegie
Foundation, pictures necessary
for class study, and yearly departmental acquisitions· make up
the collection. Some excellent and
valuable prints of the Wetmore
collection are also owned by the
department.
The pictures vary
in size and popularity. Van Gogh
is now enjoying his share of the
limelight, but public opinion is
fickle, and fluctuates with the
amount of publicity that a certain artist or picture is being given, or with the latest artistic fad.
A number of the pictures are
on 'display in the seminar room of
the department of fine arts.

Editorial
(Continued

75c to $1.00

from

Page

Two)

hark back to her familiar refrain,
"My dear, your heart rules your
head!" Although we especially
need now a sane and unemotional
approach
to the proposed program, some students are violently in favor of "getting out of here
and doing something" as quickly
as possible, and others lackadaisically disclaim the need for any
rush, protesting that women certainly will not be drafted soon,
and that working all year without a three-month vacation for
recuperation
and change of atmosphere is unthinkable.
But the responsibility
of each
student in planning her activities
this summer is great, and she
should begin weighing the pro's
and con's thoughtfully,
not impulsively. Acceleration would be
nothing but a set-back if a student would have to sacrifice thoroughness for speed in her ed~ca.
tlon which, if it is to be serviceable should be as complete as
pos;ible. To remodel one's schedule to take only those courses especially pertinent to the war effort would defeat the purpose of
attending a liberal arts college:
On the other hand; accelera~lOn
would be a definite advantage to

Nichols & Harris
Slate Street

New under-arm

Cream Deodorant
sa/ely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not rot dresses or men's
shirts. Does not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly StOPSperspiration for
1 to 3 days. Prevents odor.
4. A 'pure, white, greaseless,
stainless vanishing cream.
S. Awarded Approval Seal of
American Institute of laundering for being harmless to
fabric.

For Your Feather Cut
go to
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the student who feels that her
work will not be hampered
by
continuing it through the summer and that now, when our
forces are fighting desperately
each minute, the time for vacations is over. She can go to work
sooner by saving time in graduating early.
Acceleration is not compulsory.
Every student has the privilege
of deciding what is best for her
to do, not necessarily in the light
of what the majority does, but of
what would be the most valuable
contribution she can make to a
post- war as well as a war-time
world.

lish folk-songs are included in
their repertoire.
The Don Cossack Choir is under the direction of icholas Kcstrukotf, the man who originally
founded it in Prague. It is he who
makes possible the perfect precfsion and shading for which this
chorus is famous. He has trained
every member of the group himself, blending the voices into a
perfect harmony of sound and
tone.

Fall Clubs Named;
Awards Made at AA
"One Cup" Coffee

Gifts of all Kinds
•

I",

:

:

_Photo

• Make-up Cases

Cases

ld

L~~~s,C~~~lets

:

12;3 State Street
t""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

~~it~Og ~ases

Gifts Securely

\ V rapp

ed and Mailed
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The Mohican Hotel
New

London,

Conn.

•

260 Rooms and Baths

•

Restaurant

•

A la Carte
PARKING PLACE

3000--4303

PHONE 4321

Glass

China

Silver

Lamps

NOW

Unusual Gilts

L. Lewis & Company

OPEN

•

Starr Bros.
Drug Store

CLUB WOODLAND

2 Floor Shows Nightly

..

Concert
sack from the River Don district
where most of the members of
the original group come f~om. He
was a musician and a soldier. The
general seemed to er;tbody ~he
spirit and ideals of this RUSSIan
group.
. .
_
Since their modest beginning m
Prague, the Cossack Chorus. ~as
traveled all over the world grvmg
concerts in Europe, Africa, South
and North America, the Orient,
and Australia.
.
One might ask why a c~Olr
composed entirely
of RUSSians
should have such universal appeal. This question is answered
by the fact that the Cossack
Choir presents a program full .of
variety and color. They also mcorporate into this program souvenirs of their world-wide travels
such as a Maori Farewell song
picked up last year in New Zealand. Negro spirituals and EngDial Telephone 8115

Floral Decorations
Funeral Designs
Plants and Flowers in Season

Turner's

Flower Shop

27 Main Street
FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED

..

..

I
.

MARVEL SHOP

from Page One)
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,

Phone

YELLOW CAB

Rudolph Beauty Studio

~

BL E CAB

The A.A. Coffee was held on
Established 1860
Thursday evening, December 3,
State
and Green Streets
in Knowlton Salon. ApproximateNew London, Conn.
ly eighty girls were named to
clubs on the basis of skill, interest, efforts, and sportsmanship.
Louis Anello
The winners of the different comCUSTOM
TAILORING
petitions were announced by the
Cleaning and Repairing
club presidents,
Dorothy Royce '45 was pr-s- READY TO WEAR LADIES' COATS
sen ted with the tennis cup for her
81 Broad Street
second consecutive year' as winner of the C. C. tennis championD. J. Zullanl
Phone 5805
ship. The archery
competition
was won by Shirley Funk '45
DANTE'S
with 188 points, the second place
Italian-American Cuisine
by Virginia Pollard '46 with 173
GOOD FOOD
points, and Sally McCallip placed
We Serve to Serve Again
third with 156 ponts. The fall rifle 52 Trumlln St.
New London
competition was won by Libby
Travis '44.
The new bridle path starting
by Bill Hall and going down by
A
the stone wall and Mohegan Avenue was, mentioned by Connie
C. C. Girl's
Fairley '45, riding club president,
Best Friend
after she had read the names of
those who made Riding club. This
path was just recently given by
President Blunt to the club.
Ruth Hine '44, president of the
Outing club, urged everyone to
go out for all the activities that
are being sponsored by the club.
She announced
another
crosscountry hike on Saturday,
December 12, which will be led by
Gl""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""1,
Miss Dorothea Burton, assistant
to Dean Burdick.
The chairman
of A.A. house
managers, Mary Stephenson '43,
Station 7, Waterford
spoke of the interhouse
games
16 Mile Outside New London
that have been played on Saturdays, and also of the A.A. hikes
that will be available all through
the winter.
Those who made the clubs,
house managers, and A.A. orne$1 I\1Th'IMUl\l PER PERSON
NO COVER CHARGE
ers were invited to the coffee. Although wartime rations limited
Every Night 9 to 1 - Sunday 5 to 9
everyone
to a cup of coffee
apiece .. there were nuts and can- O",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""""""""""""""""""""""",111
dies in abundance.
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,"',,"',,,,"',,,,,,,,,,"""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

<Continued

10 Meridian Street

Call for a

129 State Street

Kayser Hose
Silk Ilnderuear
Negligees

..
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Make It a Point to Meet at this Point

Howard Johnson's
serving

Quality Foods and Varied Flavors
of Delicious Ice Cream
929 BANK STREET, NEW LONDON, CONJ'l,"ECTICUT
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Caught On Campus
school Friday to become the bride
of Lt. Frank Carmen on Tuesday,
December 15. The near future
Mrs. Carmen
is returning
to
school after Christmas vacation.
Our greetings and best wishes,
an, and since you won't be here.
Merry Christmas!

Ginger
iles '46. when asked
how she felt alter blood doning
last Thursday said, "Oh, I feel
like a charm." She immediately
passed out for twenty minutes.
It must be the terminology for a
fade-out.
Nan

Christensen

leaves

'43

SPARS
(CoaUnuecl

from

P ... e Three)

I

ternational
Relations Club. Formerly. the students lighted their
candles from these three but this
part of the ceremony will be

omitted.
actual lile of women in the armed

services is the realization of the
fact that they are in the service
for the duration and six months
thereafter. The discipline in the
various branches is comparable
to nothing on a college campus.
The women in the service spend
forty-four
hours
a week
in
classes.
In answering questions following her lecture Lieutenant Commander Stratton said that if there
was an opportunity to accelerate
that she personally would be in
favor of doing it.
Miss Stratton wore the SPARS
uniform
which consists
of a
Navy-blue,
single-breasted
suit,
trimmed with gold buttons. Light
blue stripes on her coat sleeve
signified her rank. Her cap bore
the Coast Guard insignia.

Student Review
(Continued

from

Page

One)

Cocky Townley '44, unfortunately, appeared to be miscast. She
has a quality of warmth which
was in character,
but on the
whole, it was definitely not the
right type of role for her mature
abilities. Peggy Dunham '43 did a
good job as the rather addlepated
Southerner, but the part became
a little too grating at times. Oerry Hanning '45 as the head of the
school may be complimented for
her convincing portrayal of the
older woman, although the part
had little to offer.
Hannah Lowe '46, Alexander
Cornell, Harold Waters, Stockman Barner, and Russell Harris
did very well, with an especial
bouquet to Mr. Harris for his
lively portrayal of Gustave.
The
behind-the-scenes
staff
must also be congratulated
for
their usual good job, and Mrs.
Ray for a successful production.

Pageant
(Continued

from Pajte One)

make up, Margie Livingston '43.
The outdoor carol sing which
begins with the traditional candle
lighting ceremony will be held in
the auditorium directly after the
pageant, because lighted candles
cannot be used outdoors due to
dimout regulations.
Part of the
candle lighting ceremony will be
retained, however.
Presiden
t
Blunt's candle which was first
used in the Christmas pageant of
1933 will serve to light the candles of the presidents of Service
League, Religious Council and In-

Faculty Review
(Continued

from

Page

One)

COLLEGE

of a SCottish burr. On the other
hand she did admirable work
with a contusing part. The character is not integrated. Doubts
arise as to whether any true English aristocrat would condescend
to participate in the really cruel
scene which closes the second act;
and furthermore Marion's aboutface in Act ill is not well mctlvated. The authors lost a good
chance, also, in writing lines for
Mrs. Hunter whose role is the
weakest in the play. But no fault
attaches itself to Geraldine Hanning. She revealed the indecision
and instability of this character,
and was most convincing in the
redeeming scene with Keppler.
As the forthright,
kind-hearted
Bingo, Ruth Ann Likely wins
high praise; so does Margaret
Dunham for her impersonation of
the harebrained
Sally. Caroline
Townley (Erna) and Dawn AureU
(Olga) are no strangers to our
stage. Each was at her best in
moments of high emotion; both
projected
the emotion without
over-acting, Miss Aurell, rather
nervous in the first scenes of Act
I, steadied herself as the act progressed,
and
gave
her
part
warmth; Miss Townley also found
herself
as emotional
demands
were made upon her, and reo
sponded with sincerity. The faithful Margarethe
was portrayed
sympathetically by Hanna Lowe.
As for the four male characters .... We are grateful again to
Russell Harris for another able
characterization
as the loyal and
versatile Gustave. Harold Waters
(Francois) made a good distinction between the two moods of
the postman; and Stockman Barner was a sufficiently terrorizing
Nazi-in-disguise. In the role of
Hans, Alexander Cornell made an
effective entrance;
then caused
several members of the audience,
seated near the reviewer, to wonder why he so pointedly ignored
his fiancee! His later scenes with
both Olga and Erna were more
satisfactory and convincing.
No comment on a Wig and Candle production should close without mention of those frequently
forgotten
laborers
behind the
scenes, responsible for the smooth
production. There were no casualties to mar a swift-moving performance; and those toilers over
scenery, lighting, properties, costumes, make-up, deserve indivividual boutonnieres of gratitude.
The indefatiguable
stage, publi-

tions of individuals caught in a
position which must have been
common at the outbreak of World
War II. So far, Letters to Lucerne is realistic. Yet this realism
is weakened not only by the melodrama at the close of Act II, but
also by the feeling that Messrs.
Rotter and Vincent were undecided as to whether stress should
not fall on symbolism, with each
girl in the group representative
of the predominant thought and
emotion of her native country as
Europe entered the war. One sees
the isolationist American and the
neutral American in Sally and
Bingo only a little less clearly
than one sees other native types
in Felice, Marion, Erna, and Olga.
Symbolism is too obvious to be
ignored; yet it vanishes in Act III
to be replaced by melodrama. One
is left, therefore, with a feeling
of indecision as to the true attitude of the playwrights. They are
responsible for another flaw in
the resolving of the plot. Granted
that their solution is possible, it
is far too simple a way out of
their difficulties. One is tempted
to wish that they had' wrestled
wth the problem and had resolved
it more inspirationally and artistically. Letters to Lucerne might
then have been a better play.
But it is easy to carp. A pleasanter employment is to praise;
and there is much praise to offer.
As the play is really without a
hero, so it too is without a star, a
fortunate
occurrence,
since, as
has been said, opportunity is gfven to a number of actors for individual achievement in roles not
easy to assume. Great credit goes
to Marjory Miller as Miss Linder
not only for her unaffected acting ~
but also for her German accent.
It was uniformly good. To Carolyn Thompson as Felice similar ~
praise for her conception and con- Ii
sistent presentation. Helen Savacool as Marion was truly English
in the first act; as the play continued she spoke with something
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and business managers
~~~~ld have nosegays, too. But
the biggest bouquet belongs to
Mrs Ray director of the production: Only one who has :vatched
the development of acting ~nd
lay production at Con~ectlCut
~ollege during the past eIghteen
years can realize fully the real
contribution Mrs. Ray has made
to this side of our life: Perhaps
the most sincere complIment one
can pay her is to repeat. a remark
overheard as the audience
left
the auditorium. "It just seemed
so easy and natural; you for~o,;
how hard they'd worked over It.
For this ease and smoothness as
well as greater artistry of production Mrs. Ray is largely responsible.
To her and to all the helpers in
Letters to Lucerne
we say:
"Thank you for a delightful evening."
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Dean's Grill
You can still get there , ..

BY BUS

Dining and Dancing
Where the Group Gets
Together

Buy War Bonds and Stamps!

l'
Shoes "on the job"
for
Victory Students

• Saddles
Brogues
• Moccasins
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Elmore Shoe Shop
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11 BANK STREET
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War Course
for
Christmas Recess
Accelerated Classes in
GREGG SHORTHAND
and TOUCH TYPING
for college students
TUTORIAL

GROUPS

Dec. 281 9:20 e.m.c.-a p.m.
Monnay thru Friday
Fee $12 per week

Ballard School Y.M.C.A.
610 Lexington Ave. at 53rd
New York City
Phone: WIckersham

2-4500
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Praise our Frocks
and

Pass the Information

"That's the happy greeting heard today when a
new supply of Coke arrives at a cooler, Folks

Intensive Christmas-Recess
Secretarial Course for College Students begins Saturday, December
19, and Monday, January 4.
Classes in Shorthand, Typewriting and related subjects will meet
8 hOUfS a day, six days a week,
to put this speed-up training on
wartime schedule.
Regular 3, 6, 9, months' courses
begin Monday,

January

30 Years of succeserur

4.

Placement

342 MadIson Avenue (44th)
New York City
Tel.: VAnderbUt iH575

•

White Embroidered Wools

•

Postel Silks end Wools

•

Glamorous

wait for it ••• wait because the only thing like
Coca-Cola is Coca-Cola itself. Customers smile

~Yening Gowns

bernards

and start moving up to pause and be refreshed.
"There's a cheerful spirit about this way of

STATE
STREET

accepting wartime restrictions. Morale is high."
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